We consider two ensembles of qubit dissipating into two overlapping environments, that is with a certain number of qubit in common that dissipate into both environments. We then study the dynamics of bipartite entanglement between the two ensembles by excluding the common qubit. To get analytical solutions for an arbitrary number of qubit we consider initial states with a single excitation and show that the largest amount of entanglement can be created when excitations are initially located among side (non common) qubit. Moreover, the stationary entanglement exhibits a monotonic (resp. non-monotonic) scaling versus the number of common (resp. side) qubit.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fragility of quantum features has imposed to develop strategies to deal with unwanted environmental (noisy) effects in quantum information processing. The standard pursued approach relies in 'working against environment', i.e. avoid as much as possible such effects. However, recently it has been put forward the alternative idea of working 'with environment'. In particular, a dissipative approach to quantum information processing may lead to forms of cooperation whereby the environment enhances some coherent tasks performed on the system [1] .
This alternative avenue was paved by studies showing that even without any interaction among subsystems a common dissipative environment is able to induce entanglement [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Actually, dissipative systems allow for the stabilization of targeted resources which, depending on the task at hand, may results as a key advantage over unitary (noiseless) manipulation. As matter of fact such a dissipatively generated entanglement can persists up to stationary conditions (see [7] for a recent striking experiment with usage of atomic ensembles). Ref. [8] studied inter-qubit entanglement dynamics by considering an arbitrary number of qubits dissipating into the same environment.
Here, along this line, we shall consider a more general scenario in which two ensembles containing arbitrary number of qubits dissipate into overlapping environments (see Fig.1 ). It means that a number of qubit will be common to both environments. In this case rather than inter-qubit entanglement it is worth studying the bipartite entanglement between the two ensembles by excluding the common qubit. To get analytical solutions for an arbitrary number of qubit we consider initial states with a single excitation and show that the largest amount of entanglement can be created when excitations are initially located among side (non common) qubit. Moreover, the stationary entanglement exhibits a monotonic (resp. non- monotonic) scaling versus the number of common (resp. side) qubit.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present the model. Then in Section III we study the dynamics by distinguishing between the cases where the initial excitation is located among common and side qubit. Going on Section IV we evaluate the amount of achievable entanglement. The main results are summarized and discussed in Section V and finally conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. THE OVERLAPPING ENVIRONMENTS MODEL
Let us consider ensembles A, B each containing a number N of qubit and a further ensemble C containing n qubit [17] . Let the qubit belonging to A ∪ C dissipate into one environment and those belonging to B ∪ C dissipate into another environment (see Fig.1 ). Thus, the ensemble of qubit C results dissipating into both environments.
Given the total number of qubit N T = 2N + n, the associated Hilbert space will be The purely dissipative dynamics of the entire system will be described by a Lindbladian master equation [9] of the following form
where { , } denotes the anti-commutator,
with σ i := |0 i 1|. To solve the master equation (1) we follow the strategy put forward in Ref. [8] namely, starting from the formal solution ρ(t) = e tD ρ(0) and resorting to the Taylor expansion of the exponential super operator, we may notice that repeated applications of D to ρ(0) will leave the state within a subspace H ρ(0) ⊂ H of the Hilbert space H = H ⊗ H * (here H * stands for the dual of H). After having identified
e. a set of operators on H spanning H ρ(0) , one can write down ρ(t) as linear combination of such operators with unknown time dependent coefficients. Then a set of linear differential equations for such coefficients can be derived by inserting the expansion back into Eq.(1). The advantage of this procedure is that given a small number of initial excitations e (e N T ) we have the following inequality [18] :
Finally, we also notice from (1) that there exist non trivial operators (i.e. not multiple of identity) commuting with the Lindblad operators σ AC , σ BC , hence the stationary solution will not be unique [10] and we should expect different steady states depending on ρ(0).
III. DISSIPATIVE DYNAMICS
Below we confine our attention to the dynamics arising from an initial state containing at most one excitation. Then given an ensemble • of qubit (A, C or B whatever it is), the relevant states will be |g
• := |0 . . . |0 i . . . |0 and |e i
• := |0 . . . |1 i . . . |0 . We shall distinguish two cases, one in which such excitation is located in C and the other in which is located in A (or equivalently in B).
A. Single excitation initially in C
Here we assume that in the initial state there exist one excitation among those qubits dissipating energy to both environments (say it is located in the kth qubit of ensemble C). We start introducing the following states for the total N T qubit system:
Actually, |a (resp. |b ) is a uniform superposition of single excitations of qubits belonging to A (resp. B) and |c is a uniform superposition of single excitation of qubits belonging to C excluding the kth site. By applying D to the states (4) we find the following set of closed relations:
where we have defined
The set of closed relations (5) guarantee that the density operator describing the system at arbitrary time t leaves in the space
Thus, expanding it as
and inserting it back to (1) yields a set of differential equations for the time dependent coefficients, given in Appendix A together with their solutions.
Tracing out the common qubit
In order to study entanglement between ensembles A and B we have to first trace out the ensemble C. Taking into account (4), (6) and tracing C away from them we get:
while all the other terms in {Ω ak , Ω bk , Ω ck , χ ac , χ bc } are zero when the Tr C is applied to them. At the end, thanks to (9), the trace over C of the density operator (8) gives the following bipartite state
where we have taken into account that Tr(ρ) = c 0 + c 1 + 2N c 2 + c 4 (n − 1) = 1 and defined
B. Single excitation initially in A
We now assume that the initial excitation is in the ensemble A at k th site. Proceeding like in Sec.III A we introduce, in addition to (4), the following notation for N T qubit states:
Actually, |a is a uniform superposition of single excitations of qubits belonging to A excluding the initial excitation at k th and those in C. Furtheremore, |c is a uniform superposition of single excitation of qubits in C. Using D of (1) on (12) and (4) we find the following set of closed relations:
where, similarly to (6), we have defined
The set of closed relations in (13) guarantees that the density matrix describing the system at arbitrary time leaves in the space
Thus, expanding the density matrix as
leads (upon insertion into (1)) to a set of differential equations which are reported in Appendix B together with their solutions.
In order to study entanglement between ensembles A and B we have to first trace out the ensemble C. Taking into account of (12), (14) and tracing C away from them we get:
while all the other terms in {Ω ck , χ ac , χ bc } are zero when the Tr C is applied to them. At the end, thanks to (17), the trace over C of the density operator (16) gives the following bipartite state
where we have used the relation Tr(ρ) = a 0 + a 1 + (N − 1)a 2 + N a 3 + na 4 = 1 and defined
IV. EVALUATING THE AMOUNT OF ENTANGLEMENT
To evaluate the amount of entanglement between ensembles A and B we use the negativity introduced in [11] and later proved as a valid entanglement monotone [12] . Since the negativity is defined using the partial transposition we have to find ρ T B
AB . Again we distinguish two situations according to Sections III A, III B.
A. Single excitation initially in C We first derive from (9) the following result:
where we have introduced the state |ãb := i∈A j∈B
Then, using (20) in (10) we get
with β defined in (11) . The negativity is equal, by definition, to the absolute value of the sum of the negative eigenvalues of ρ T B AB . In order to find these eigenvalues, recalling the definition of |g , |ãb , |ã , |b given in (9) 
where τ and ω are matrices of dimensions (1+N 2 )×(1+N 2 ) and (2N ) × (2N ) respectively, made in the following way:
and
with ω (1) a N × N matrix having all entries equal to c 2 (t), i.e.
For the property of block diagonal matrix determinant, the eigenvalues of ρ
AB satisfy the relation
(I N denotes the N × N identity matrix). Thus, the non-zero eigenvalues of ρ T B AB are those of the two matrices τ and ω (1) , namely
The only negative eigenvalue is the one of τ with the minus in front of the square root, hence the negativity results
where the relation β(t) = 1 − 2N c 2 (t) has been used (see (11)).
B. Single excitation initially in A
We first derive from (17) the following results:
where we have introduced the states
Finally, using (30) in (18), we get
with β defined in (19). The negativity is equal, by definition, to the absolute value of the sum of the negative eigenvalues of ρ T B AB . In order to find these eigenvalues, recalling the definition of |g , |ãb , |ã , |b given in (9), we can represent ρ AB takes the following block matrix form
where τ and ω are matrices of dimensions (1 + N 2 ) × (1 + N 2 ) and (2N ) × (2N ) respectively, made in the following way: 
(there are N (N − 1) elements equal to a 8 and N elements equal to a 6 in the first row and column ) and
where ω (1) and ω (2) are N × N matrices made as follows
For the property of block diagonal matrix determinant, the eigenvalues of ρ T B AB satisfy the equation
(38) Thus the non-zero eigenvalues of ρ T B AB are those of the matrices τ , ω (1) and ω (2) , namely
V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Let us now comment the main results of this paper which stem form the negativity expressions (29) and (40). First notice that they coincide only in the case of N = n = 1.
Then, the negativity (29) results monotonically increasing vs time up to a stationary value. In the limit t → ∞ it becomes
The above quantity monotonically decreases vs n. This can be explained by the fact that the initial single excitation for increasing n tends to persists in the common part rather than being shared by the side parts. Furthermore, (41) is non monotonic vs N . Actually it has a maximum for N = 2n.
Coming to the negativity (40), it also results monotonically increasing vs time up to a stationary value. In the limit t → ∞ it becomes
In contrast to (41), the negativity (42) monotonically increases vs n and reaches a saturation value only for n N . This can be explained by the fact that the initial single excitation for increasing n is more easily shared by the side parts -due to the increasing common part. Finally, also (42) is non monotonic vs N . Actually it has a maximum for N = 2, whatever the value of n is.
The non monotonic behavior of both (29) and (40) vs N should be ascribed to competing effects of side and common qubits.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have studied entanglement arising in the dynamics of two qubit ensembles dissipating into overlapping environments. That is, having a number of qubit in common to both environments. We have computed the bipartite entanglement between the two ensembles by excluding such common qubit and asuming a single initial excitation.
Our study shows that the dynamics of the entanglement crucially depends on the initial condition, especially on whether the single initial excitation is in the common qubit C or in the side qubit A or B. Furthermore, the amount of entanglement that can be dissipatively created depends on the number n of common qubit. We have also characterized the stationary properties of such entanglement.
The studied model might be of interest for several physical systems. Simulation of dissipative dynamics of small ensembles of qubits has been already engineered [13] . Furthermore, in extending the setup of [7] one could face up with the situation of using more than one laser beam (and related vacuum fluctuations), hence ending up with overlapping environments.
A similar situation can arise in cavity QED experiments with cavities hosting an ensembles of atoms and connected by fibres which play the role of an environment [14] .
Quite generally, when one has an array of atomic ensembles, like array optical traps loaded with neutral atoms [15] or array of quantum dots [16] , it may happen that the bath affecting one site can extend its effect over the neighbours sites.
We are confident that the present study sheds further light on the dissipative quantum dynamics that is becoming increasingly exploited in quantum information processing. Specifically it should help in understanding how entanglement is induced by the interplay of environments that do not act separately.
The solutions, with initial conditions a j (0) = δ j,1 with j = 0, . . . , 10, read 
